
RE:  HB 2566 Equalizing penalty comparisons between cannabis & hemp  

Date:  2.6.2018 

Name:  Deborah A Plummer 

I have written / visited / sent medical-based researched articles-journals 
entries about cannabis to my representatives – Laura Kelly and Francis 
Awerkamp.  I’m sorry you all can’t accept science but will continue to be 
funded by the sick and diseased corporations like alcohol and 
pharmaceuticals giants …   

You may continue to do so but not at the expensive of us who can be 
healthier with cannabis than with what is offered by corporate 
pharmaceutical products or by the brain-holing alcohol products on the 
market currently.   If you can pass more laws increasing alcohol products, 
you can pass laws making medicinal cannabis legal .. now. 

Enough of your silliness against medicinal cannabis .. you all remind me of 
Nixon and Halderman’s attempts to create a civil war by separating us by 
cannabis .. If you have read your history, you would know this .. and be 
ashamed of what you are doing now.  My sister died from breast cancer 
because she refused to use cannabis .. said, it was illegal.  Although, she’d 
partoke of the fifthly, highly expensive, heroin, but legal pharma product ..  

Do your job and what the majority citizens of Kansas want you to do.  Pass 
Medicinal Cannabis, or at the very least, exempt all hemp products as 
defined under 7606 of the Federal Farm Act of 2014. 

PS  I’m a part of the “Juvenile Justice” team and I wonder, if the 
“comparison gathering” has anything to do with  asking for money in the 
“Juvenile Justice” bill?  If you need money for social programs / the safety 
net / our commons .. don’t take it from our children .. and from those whose 
needs have gone unmet for years / decades.  You have an opportunity just 
like Colorado and many other states have taken … OR, instead of giving our 
tax money to the wealthiest people / corporations in the world (i.e. 
Kochbrothers), you could tax them, instead of middle class, the poor and us. 

  



 

 

 

 


